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ABSTRACT
Applications ranging from location-based services to multi-play-
er online gaming require continuous query support to monitor,
track, and detect events of interest among sets of moving objects.
Examples are alerting capabilities for detecting whether the dis-
tance, the travel cost, or the travel time among a set of moving
objects exceeds a threshold. These types of queries are driven
by continuous streams of location updates, simultaneously eval-
uated over many queries.

In this paper, we define three types of proximity relations that
induce location constraints to model continuous spatio-temporal
queries among sets of moving objects in road networks. Our
focus lies on evaluating a large number of continuous queries
simultaneously. We introduce a novel moving object indexing
technique that together with a novel road network partitioning
scheme restricts computations within the partial road network.
These techniques reduce query processing overhead by more
than 95%. Experiments over real-world data sets show that our
approach is twenty times faster than a baseline algorithm.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H. [Information Systems]; H.2.8 [Database Applications]: Spa-
tial databases and GIS; H.3.3 [Information Search and Re-
trieval ]: Information Filtering; H.4 [Information Systems Ap-
plications]: Location-based Services

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
Location-based Services, Road Networks, Location Constraint,
Location Query, Constraint Processing, Publish/Subscribe

1. INTRODUCTION
Motivation : Many emerging applications of moving objects

require sophisticated query processing capabilities. Examples
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include the correlation of location position data for several con-
tinuously moving objects over time, the tracking of proximity
relations among sets of moving objects, and the tracking of cost
constraints among several sets of moving objects, such as time,
distance, or budget. Withset of moving objectswe refer to
the objects that are considered together in a single query. In
this paper, unless stated otherwise,P denotes the set of mov-
ing objects for a single query.P comprisesn moving objects,
P = {p1, p2, ..., pn}, wherepi designates moving objecti.

In our approach, we develop query support that specifically
targets the processing ofmany sets of moving objectssimulta-
neously. For example, a location-based application may require
that differentgroupsof individuals are tracked at the same time.
A dispatcher may need immediate notification, if the time or cost
to assemble the individuals of given groups exceeds a threshold.
Similarly, each individual may register to receive a warning, if
the distance among the members of the group exceeds a thresh-
old. An individual may be part of several differentsets of objects
that are tracked simultaneously.

The goals of this paper are to develop novel query processing
capabilities to address these scenarios in road networks, where
thenetwork distance, defined as the distance between two points
in the network, is the predominant distance measure. The spe-
cific measure could be a hop count or a cost function over edge
weights. In particular, we are interested in processing large
numbers of simultaneously executing queries over dynamically
changing location data, rather than the processing of one single
query over historic data.

The system architecture underlying our approach is depicted
in Fig. 1. Location position updates are streamed into the sys-
tem and trigger the evaluation of queries. Queries in this sense
are standing and continuous queries that given a location up-
date, continuously produced the desired output. The output is
conveyed to the moving objects or to third party tracking appli-
cations built around the query processor.

Prime applications of this model are location-based services.
Possible queries include the tracking of distances among sets of
moving objects, such as the continuous monitoring of the dis-
tances among vehicles of a fleet, a convoy, or members of a
workforce, and the computation of the closest or cheapest meet-
ing point based on the underlying road network graph. For ex-
ample, a service team may want to get notified if there is a lo-
cation in the road network such that the total travel distance for
the team to that location is below a given threshold (or if it de-
viates from a set “radius”), and where this location is. Similarly,
individual team members may be bound to opportunistically op-
timize their own travel budgets and require that the maximum



travel distance to the meeting point does not deviate from a given
cost. The challenge is to develop spatio-temporal query support
for these scenarios.
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Figure 1: Data Flow and System Architecture

Other applications can be found in the online multi-player
gaming sector, such asDoom 3, Quake or WorldofWarcraft,
an emerging multi-billion dollar industry. Today,WorldofWar-
craft alone is “inhabited” by a total of about 9 million people
from around the globe. These games define virtual spaces where
thousands of players interact simultaneously. The virtual spaces
are divided into zones and areas connected by a network of path-
ways.Quake, for instance, offers a labyrinth of tunnels players
traverse to move about the virtual spaces. Navigation is based on
maps, defining a road network graph among the various spaces.
In these games players define buddy lists to track who is on-
line or who is in close proximity. Conceivable features to aid
the players, are warning or alerting capabilities issuing alarms,
if team members propagate too far apart to convene to take joint
action, for example. The complexity of these games is daunt-
ing, features are required that advises cooperating players of ad
hoc meeting places that minimize a given global cost, such as
time, distance, or cost to travel through the virtual spaces. Alter-
natively, individual players of a group may desire to minimize
their own cost function. The question of cost is extremely rele-
vant in these games, due to the monetary value-based nature of
these games resulting in entire eco-systems in and of themselves.
The challenges for the underlying query processor is to simulta-
neously track thousands of queries for hundreds of thousands of
online players.

Problem Statement: The above scenarios outline applica-
tions that require new types of spatio-temporal query support
for query processing in road networks, including the monitoring
of spatial relations, the formulation of queries to represent these
relations, and the efficient, simultaneous evaluation of queries
for large numbers of concurrently moving objects.

The objectives of this paper are to address these problems.
First, we introduce threedistance measures(i.e., thepairwise-
distance, thesum-distance, and themax-distancedefined in de-
tail below) to defineproximity relationsfor query processing in
spatio-temporal applications such as the above. These measures
operate over the location constellation of the moving objects by
applying a network distance to all objects tracked. Each mea-
sure induces aproximity relationthat minimizes or maximizes a
property over the underlying network graph for the given mea-
sure and the given set of moving objects,P . We develop query
processing algorithms for computing the value of the proximity
relation and the point on the road network that yields the re-
lation’s value under the continuously changing constellation of

objects inP . Furthermore, we develop query processing tech-
niques that allow us to monitor the proximity relations of dif-
ferent sets of moving objects simultaneously. We refer to the
monitoring objective of constraining a set of objects to maintain
the value of a proximity relation below or above a threshold as
a location constraintfor the set of objects. Finally, we demon-
strate how object movement histories and projected movement
trajectories can be used to assess past matches and predict future
matches, respectively.

Existing query types, such as thek nearest neighbor (kNN),
continuous nearest neighbor (CNN), range query, closest pairs
query ande-Distance joins [3, 8, 11, 6, 10] do not address our re-
quirements. These approaches do not offer algorithms to detect
and to monitor proximity relations of the kinds illustrated above.
Proximity relations differ from the nearest neighbor query and
range query, as proximity relations operate over, constrain, and
monitor theconstellationamongsetsof moving objects. Also,
our approach is not based on static query points (like thekNN
query) or fixed query ranges (like the CNN or range queries).
A proximity relation offers different expressiveness from those
other queries.

There is work on matching location constraints in Euclidean
space [17, 16]. These approaches are based on indexing the
space with spatial data structures, such as KD-trees and quad-
trees. However, these solutions do not apply in a context where
the space is defined by a road network graph. Moreover, these
approaches do not address how to determine points on the road
network graph (or points in the Euclidean space) that optimize a
given cost measure, which is central to supporting the applica-
tions advocated in this paper.

Contributions and Organization: The contributions of this
paper are five-fold: (1) The definition of three novel types of
location constraints to represent different kinds of proximity re-
lations among sets of moving objects in a road network with ap-
plications ranging from location-based services to multi-player
online gaming (Sec. 2). (2) The development of efficient query
processing algorithms to compute the three proximity relations
and evaluate the location constraints (Sec. 3 and Sec. 5). (3) A
novel graph partitioning technique to index the moving objects
and optimize location constraint evaluation (Sec. 4). (4) An ex-
tension of the approach to evaluate constraints over past move-
ment histories and projected movement trajectories (Sec. 6). (5)
An extensive experimental evaluation of our approach on syn-
thesized and real-world data sets collected from Google Ride
Finder and Cabspotting (Sec. 7) shows the applicability of our
approach to the above outlined scenarios. Related work is pre-
sented in Sec. 8.

2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
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Figure 2: Pairwise, Sum and Max Distances

In this section we introduce and illustrate our notation, define



the distance measures underlying the proximity relations, and
define the location constraints.

We use the common interpretation of a road network as a
graphG consisting of a set of nodes and a set of edges con-
necting the nodes. We adopt the standard assumption that the
road network structure is static [8, 3, 11, 6, 10]. Each edge of
the graph has a non-negative weight. In practice the edge weight
can model the length of the edge, the travel time, or travel cost,
for example. The distance between moving objects on the road
network is the network distance rather than the Euclidean dis-
tance. Thenetwork distancebetween two objects on the road
network is the length of the shortest path connecting the objects.

With respect to graph,G, we refer to theshortest pathand
its lengthwith reference to the path’s start and end points. For
example,pi, pj denotes both the shortest path frompi to pj and
its length. A single edge in the graph with start and end nodes
va, vb, and its length are denoted by[va, vb]. Furthermore, the
shortest path betweenpi andpj via the nodesva andvb is de-
noted bypi, va, vb, pj . Based on this notation, we now define
three distance measures, which underly the proximity relations
defined in this paper.

Given a setP of moving objects on the road network graph,
G, thepairwise-distancemeasure of two objectspi andpj in P
is defined as follows:

pd(pi, pj) = pi, pj . (1)

For example, for location-based advertising, the measure can
capture the distance between a moving object and a point of in-
terest on the road network. The objects could be close in Eu-
clidean space but still have a largepairwise-distancein the net-
work space. They may for instance be separated by a river, while
the next bridge is far away.

Given a point,x, on the road network graph,G, thesum-di-
stancemeasure of the setP w.r.t. x is defined as follows:

sd(x, P ) =
n

X

i=1

x, pi. (2)

sd(x, P ) is the sum of the length of the shortest paths between
x and all locations of objects fromP . For example, inQuake,
sum-distancecould model the cost for a group of players to as-
semble at locationx.

The max-distancemeasure of setP w.r.t x is defined as fol-
lows:

md(x, P ) = maxn
i=1x, pi. (3)

md(x, P ) is the maximal length of all shortest paths betweenx
and all locations of objects fromP . For example, in a military
context, Command & Control can usemax-distanceto moni-
tor the maximal distance of all mobile units to a mobile supply
truck.

We abbreviatesum-distanceandmax-distanceby sd(x) and
md(x), respectively, ifP is clear from the context. Also, to
emphasize thatx is a point on a certain edgee, we sometimes
write sum-distanceas sde(x). Likewise, themax-distanceis
represented asmde(x) givenx is on edgee.

Each of the above distance measures induces aproximity re-
lation as follows. Themax-pairwise-distancerelation for object
setP is the maximalpairwise-distanceof any pair of objects in
P . It is denoted bympd(P ) and defined as follows:

mpd(P ) = maxpi,pj∈P pd(pi, pj). (4)

The min-sum-distancerelation for object setP is the smallest
sum-distancefor all x in the road networkG.1 Informally, it is
1x could be anywhere onG, not just on nodes. The counterpart

the point on the road network from where the aggregated cost
of reaching the points inP is lowest, provided shortest path are
taken. Formally, themin-sum-distanceis defined as follows:

msd(P ) = minx∈G sd(x). (5)

A point, x∗, in G is called themin-sum-center(MSC) of ob-
ject setP , if sd(x∗) = minx∈Gsd(x). x∗ is the point in the
road network where the optimal cost is achieved for the current
location of the moving objects represented inP .

Themin-max-distancerelation for object setP is the smallest
possiblemax-distancefor all x in the road networkG. Infor-
mally, it is the point in the network from where any point inP
can be reached with the lowest cost. Formally, themin-max-di-
stanceis defined as:

mmd(P ) = minx∈G md(x). (6)

A point, x∗, in G is called themin-max-center(MMC) of ob-
ject setP , if md(x∗) = minx∈Gmd(x). rP = md(x∗) is
called theradiusof P , sincex∗ can be reached fromP within
rP .

To illustrate the above definitions, Fig. 2 shows three moving
objects on a simple road network with three roads meeting at
the intersection,v1. The max-pairwise-distanceof object set
P = {p1, p2, p3} is mpd(P ) = max(p1, p2, p2, p3, p1, p3)
= max(3, 10, 9) = 10. The sum-distancefrom point A to
moving objects inP is sd(A) = A, p1 + A, p2 + A, p3 =
4+5+5 = 14. Note,sd(A) is not the minimum of thesum-di-
stanceto P . For instance,sd(v1) = v1, p1 + v1, p2 + v1, p3 =
1 + 2 + 8 = 11, is smaller thansd(A). v1 is actually themin-
sum-centerof P (MSC = v1). Themax-distancefrom v1 to P
is md(v1) = max(v1, p1, v1, p2, v1, p3) = max(1, 2, 8) = 8.
md(v1) is not the minimum of themax-distanceto P . For
instance,md(A) = max(A, p1, A, p2, A, p3) = max(4, 5,
5) = 5 is smaller thanmd(v1). A is the min-max-centerof
P (MMC = A) and the radiusrP = md(A) = 5.

Each of the above proximity relations induces a location con-
straint as follows, whered is referred to as thealerting distance:

1. Thepairwise constraintis of the formmpd(P ) < d. It is
satisfiedif the max-pairwise-distanceof P is less thand.

2. Themin-sum constraintis of the formmsd(P ) < d. It is
satisfiedif the min-sum-distanceof P is less thand.

3. Themin-max constraintis of the formmmd(P ) < d. It is
satisfiedif the min-max-distanceof P is less thand.

3. COMPUTING PROXIMITY RELATIONS
In this section, we develop query processing algorithms for

computing themax-pairwise-distance, min-sum-distanceandmin-
max-distancerelations including the computation of optimal poi-
ntsMSC andMMC in the road network where the proximity
relations assume these values.

We define the road network as a graphG(V, E) with node
setV = {v1, v2, ..., v|V |} and edge setE = {e1, e2, ..., e|E|},
where|V | is the number of nodes and|E| is the number of edges
in the network. Objects can reside anywhere on an edge, not just
at a node. Suppose objectp1 is on the edge[v1, v2] and ob-
ject p2 is on the edge[v3, v4]. Since the shortest pathp1, p2

must go through exactly one node in{v1, v2} and another node
in {v3, v4}, the distance betweenp1 andp2 equals the small-
est distance amongp1, v1, v3, p2, p1, v1, v4, p2, p1, v2, v3, p2,
and p1, v2, v4, p2, which represent four routes fromp1 to p2.

of themin-sum-distancein the Euclidean space is called geomet-
ric median (or 1-median).



In order to compute the pairwise node distance, we adopt the
network expansion algorithm [11].

We assume that each edge,ei, with start nodeva and end
nodevb, is associated with a cost distribution functionfei(θ)
for θ ∈ [0, 1]. The function represents the cost of the movement
betweenva andvb. θ (0 ≤ θ ≤ 1) represents a fraction of the
distance traveled from the start node,va, w.r.t. the total length
of the edge. For example, in functionfei , fei(0) represents
the cost distribution at pointva andfei(1) represents the cost
distribution at pointvb. If θ1 and θ2 (θ1 < θ2) are the start
and end positions of the trip on this edge, the cost of the trip is
Fθ1,θ2

=
R θ2

θ1

fei(θ)dθ. The cost could be interpreted as travel
time, travel expense, or delay on the road, which may not be
proportional to the travel distance.

For simplicity of presentation, we assume that the cost dis-
tribution function is a positive constantkei , which equals the
length of the edgeei. The cost of the trip,Fθ1,θ2

= kei(θ2−θ1),
equals the length of the traveled distance on the edge fromθ1 to
θ2. However, our algorithm does not require that the cost func-
tion be a constant;f could be any continuous function. Further-
more, we associate the position ofpi with θpi in the cost func-
tion f . In the following, we describe the query algorithms to
compute thepairwise-distance, min-sum-distanceandmin-max-
distancerelations, respectively. We also present a number of
formal properties that influence the evaluation of the proximity
relations. All the lemmas presented below are formally proven
in [15].

3.1 Computation of Pairwise Distance
The evaluation of themax-pairwise-distancerelation is strai-

ghtforward: Eachpairwise-distancemeasure is computed and
the maximum is recorded. The distances among object pairs
computed in prior iterations of the algorithm can be reused. The
general rule is that if a chain of the distances ofm pairs of ob-
jectspi, pk1

, pk1
, pk2

, ..., pkm−1
, pj is already computed, then

due to the triangle inequality,pi, pj is bounded from above by
the sum of thesem distances. If this sum is less than the current
maximum recorded,pi, pj can be safely pruned without explicit
computation. The smallest upper bound is used for pruning if
multiple chains exist. We also use the Euclidean distance as
lower bound to prune the computation. This is based on the fact
that any path between two objects has a length larger than the
Euclidean distance between them. So if the Euclidean distance
(lower bound) of two objects is already larger than the alerting
distance, this constraint cannot be matched and no further dis-
tance check is needed. The Euclidean lower bound check is used
in all algorithms presented below, which we do not re-emphasize
each time. This reduces the processing overhead because unnec-
essary computation is avoided.

3.2 Computation of Min-Sum Distance
For computing themin-sum-distance, it is important to first

determine the location of themin-sum-center(MSC). First, we
consider how to determine the position on the edge[va, vb] that
achieves the smallestsum-distance. Below, we define anedge
split, which turns out to be the candidate position for theMSC.

Due to the triangle inequality,pi, va+ [va, vb] ≥ pi, vb and
pi, vb+ [vb, va] ≥ pi, va. Therefore, there exists asplit point
espi on the edge[va, vb] such thatpi, va+ [va, espi ] = pi, vb+

[espi , vb] (espi is [va,vb]+pi,vb−pi,va

2
away fromva.) See Fig. 3

for an illustration. Intuitively, thesplit pointandpi bisect the cy-
cle that consists of edge[va, vb] and shortest pathspi, va (from

pi tova) andpi, vb (frompi tovb). If a pointx is inside[va, espi ],
the shortest path fromx to pi goes throughva, otherwise (x is
insideespi , vb) it goes throughvb. We call this split point the
edge split(or e−split, for short) w.r.t.pi.

Let the position ofx on the edge beθ (or be distanceθ[va, vb]
away fromva), then the shortest path frompi to x is a piecewise
linear function,Dpi(θ), of θ, with split pointθespi

:

Dpi(θ) =



pi, va + F0,θ if 0 ≤ θ < θespi

pi, vb + Fθ,1 if θespi
≤ θ ≤ 1

(7)

The sum-distancefrom object setP to x is a piecewise linear
function: sd(x) =

P

pi∈P Dpi(θ) and themin-sum-distance
on the edge ismin0≤θ≤1sd(x). Since the cost function is piece-
wise linear with intervals delimited by points inES = {0, θesp1

, ..., θespn
, 1}, it achieves the minimum or maximum at the end

points inES.
Therefore, one potential position of theMSC coincides with

the position of one point inES. We emphasize that this is only
one potential position of theMSC. In fact, the position of the
MSC might not be unique. Consider the case of two objects,
the MSC of the pair could be anywhere on the shortest path
between the two objects, since thesum-distanceto any point on
the edges along the shortest path is constant. For a non-linear
cost function, the optimal points are computed in each interval
(not necessarily on the end point), since the extreme value could
be achieved anywhere in the interval.
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Fig. 4 shows part of the road network from Fig. 6, where we
compute themin-sum-distancefor the object setP = {p1, p2, p3}
on the edge[v5, v6]. The search for theMSC can be restrained



inside this partial road network (called apartition) because the
edges[v5, v4] and[v5, v7] are also the shortest paths betweenv5

andv4, and betweenv5 andv7, respectively. We further elabo-
rate on the rationale behind this in Sec. 4.

We assume the start point for the cost distribution function of
[v5, v6] is v5; that is atv5, θ = 0, and atv6, θ = 1. As shown
in Fig. 4, thee−splits w.r.t. top1, p2 andp3 areθesp1

= 4/7
(point B), θesp2

= 1/7 (point A), andθesp3
= 6/7 (point

C), respectively. Therefore, for any pointx (corresponding to
θ in the cost distribution function) on edge[v5, v6], the length
of the shortest pathp1, x, p2, x andp3, x are piecewise linear
functions shown on the bottom left of Fig. 4. Therefore, for
0 ≤ θ < 1/7, sd[v5,v6](x) = 15 + 7θ, thesum-distanceis in
the range [15, 16) (see the chart in the middle of Fig. 5). For
1/7 ≤ θ < 4/7, sd[v5,v6](x) = 17 − 7θ, thesum-distanceis in
the range [16, 13). For4/7 ≤ θ < 6/7, sd[v5,v6](x) = 9 + 7θ,
the sum-distanceis in the range [13, 15). For6/7 ≤ θ ≤ 1,
sd[v5,v6](x) = 21−7θ, thesum-distanceis in the range [15, 14].
Themin-sum-distanceof 13 is achieved at thee−split with θ =
4/7, which coincides withθesp1

. Themin-sum-distanceon each
edge can be computed with the same algorithm, showing that the
min-sum-distanceon the edge[v5, v6] is also themin-sum-dista-
nceof the whole network (θMSC = 4/7 on the edge[v5, v6]).
When thesum-distanceis linear in each interval, only thesum-
distanceat the end points inES needs to be considered. For
non-linear functions, the extreme values in each interval need to
be examined.
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The search space ofe−splits can be pruned based on Lemma 1.
To introduce Lemma 1, we define the notion of anl−vicinity.
Let x be a point in tbe road network,G, we say that the network
locationy is in l−vicinity of x if l ≥ x, y > 0 (x itself is not
considered to be inl−vicinity). We can always choose a small
l = ǫ such that thel−vicinity of x contains neither any object
from P nor any of theire−splits. Such anl−vicinity is called
an ǫ−vicinity. The boundary of theǫ−vicinity in the road net-
work is a set of split points called theǫ−splits (see Fig. 6 for an
illustration.) Nodes connecting to multiple edges can have many
ǫ−splits (e.g.,v3 in Fig. 6 has 3ǫ−splits).

Let theǫ−splits of pointx beǫx = {ǫ1x, ǫ2x, ..., ǫk
x}. Suppose

thatPǫi
x

(⊂ P ) is the subset ofP on ǫi
x’s side. That is,ǫi

x is on
the shortest path fromx to any object inPǫi

x
. For theǫ−splits

of MSC, ǫMSC = {ǫ1MSC , ǫ2MSC , ..., ǫk
MSC}, the following

property holds.

LEMMA 1. |Pǫi
MSC

| ≤
P

j 6=i |Pǫ
j
MSC

|.

Here|Pǫi
MSC

| represents the number of objects in the setPǫi
MSC

.
Lemma 1 states that the number of shortest paths coming from
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Figure 6: ǫ−vicinity and ǫ−split

oneǫ−split is outnumbered by the number of shortest paths from
all the otherǫ−splits combined, because if it were not so, we
could always reduce thesum-distanceby moving theMSC to-
wardsǫi

MSC (proven in [15]). This implies that thee−split,
es, can not be themin-sum-center, if |Pǫi

es
| >

P

j 6=i |Pǫ
j
es
|. As

the search proceeds from onee−split to the next on the edge,
the value of|Pǫi

es
| −

P

j 6=i |Pǫ
j
es
| can only change by 2, be-

cause the shortest path from only one object to thee−split may
change its route. Therefore, we can safely move forward to the
next((|Pǫi

es
| −

P

j 6=i |Pǫ
j
es
|)/2 + 1)-th e−split, pruning all the

e−splits in between. Lemma 1 suggests the following algo-
rithm for computing themin-sum-distanceand the position of
theMSC. In Lines 6, 7, we see the algorithm skips a number
of e-splits if the above condition is not true.

Algorithm MIN-SUM_DISTANCE(ObjSet P, RoadNetwork G)
1. for each edge[va, vb] in the road networkG
2. ES[va,vb] = e−splits w.r.t.P ∪ {va, vb};
3. for eachES[va,vb]

4. for each pointes in ES[va,vb]

5. find theǫ-splitsǫes of es
6. if |Pǫi

es
| >

P

j 6=i |Pǫ
j
es
|

7. skip the next(|Pǫi
es
|−

P

j 6=i |Pǫ
j
es
|)/2 points

in ES[va,vb]

8. else /* |Pǫi
es
| ≤

P

j 6=i |Pǫ
j
es
| */

9. if minsum > sd(es)
10. minsum = sd(es);
11. msc = es;
12. return [minsum,msc];

3.3 Computation of Min-Max Distance
In this section, we describe how themin-max-distanceand

min-max-center(MMC) of P are determined. Recall,md(x)
is the max-distancefrom point x to objects inP , and rP =
md(x∗) is the radius ofP (wherex∗ is theMMC.)

Assume the position ofx on the edge isθ and thee−split
w.r.t. pi is espi , then the shortest path frompi to x is a piece-
wise linear function,Dpi(θ), of θ, as in Eq. 7. Themax-dista-
nce is md(x) = maxpi∈P Dpi(θ). The min-max-distanceon
the edge ismin0≤θ≤1md(x), which is the lowest point in the
upper envelop2 of Dpi(θ). In Fig. 4, the position ofe−splits
w.r.t. objects inP are1/7, 4/7, 6/7. For any pointx (corre-
sponding toθ in the cost distribution function) on edge[v5, v6],
if 0 ≤ θ < 1/7, md[v5,v6](x) = 9 + 7θ, then themax-distance
is in range [9, 10) (see the right chart in Fig. 5). For1/7 ≤ θ <
4/7, md[v5,v6](x) = 11 − 7θ, themax-distanceis in the range
[10, 7). For4/7 ≤ θ < 6/7, eitherp2, x, or p3, x could be

2The upper envelop of functionsf1, f2,...,fn is
max{f1, f2, ...fn}.



the maximum. If4/7 ≤ θ < 9/14, md[v5,v6](x) = 11 − 7θ
(p2, x is the maximum), themax-distanceis in range [7, 6.5). If
9/14 ≤ θ < 6/7, md[v5,v6](x) = 2 + 7θ (p3, x is the maxi-
mum), themax-distanceis in range [6.5, 8). For6/7 ≤ θ ≤ 1,
md[v5,v6](x) = 14 − 7θ, the max-distanceis in range [8, 7].
The min-max-distanceof 6.5 is achieved atθ = 9/14. The
min-max-distanceon each edge is computed with the same algo-
rithm showing that themin-max-distanceon edge[v5, v6] is also
themin-max-distanceof the whole network (θMMC = 9/14 on
edge[v5, v6]). Note theMMC does not have to coincide with
anye−splits or the end points of the edge.

Lemma 2 below captures the intuition that theMMC must
have the same distance,rP (the radius as defined above), to at
least two objects inP . If this were not the case, themin-max-
distancecould always be reduced by moving theMMC a bit
closer towards the object that has the furthest distance.

LEMMA 2. At least two objects inP have the distancerP to
the min-max-center ofP .
Lemma 2 shows that theMMC is like a center ofP with equal
distance to at least two objects. We now state Lemma 3 that
shows the inequality relation between themax-distancesof dif-
ferent locations on the road network. Lemma 2 and Lemma 3
lead to Theorem 1, which allows us to prune the computation by
skipping entire edges.

LEMMA 3. For any two pointsx andy on the road network
and a setP of objects,md(x, P ) ≤ md(y, P ) + x, y.

x andy are interchangeable in the above lemma. This shows
that there is correlation between themax-distancesto two points
in the road network. Onemax-distancecannot deviate from the
other one by too much (within distancex, y). This gives rise to
the following theorem to prune the search for themin-max-cen-
ter.

THEOREM 1. Let pi ∈ P , then md(pi, P )/2 ≤ rP ≤
md(pi, P ). If the min-max-center is on the edge[va, vb], rP

is bounded from below by(md(va)+md(vb)− [va, vb])/2 and
bounded from above by the smaller ofmd(va) + [va, vb] and
md(vb) +[va, vb].
Theorem 1 gives us the bounds ofrP when checking a specific
edge. The proof is in [15]. This edge can be safely pruned if
the lower bound ofrP is above the computedmin-max-dista-
nce, because themin-max-distanceon that edge must be larger
than themin-max-distancerecorded. Below, we show the algo-
rithm MIN-MAX_DISTANCE for computing themin-max-di-
stanceand theMMC for object setP . In Line 4, the lower
bound ofrP is used to prune the edge, as stated in Theorem 1.
Algorithm MIN-MAX_DISTANCE(ObjSet P, RoadNetwork G)
1. ub = md(pi);// for anypi ∈ P
2. mmc = pi;
3. for each edge[va, vb] in the road networkG
4. if (md(va) + md(vb) − [va, vb])/2 ≤ ub
5. ES[va,vb] = e−splits w.r.t.P ∪ {va, vb};
6. md[va,vb](x) = maxpi∈P Dpi(θ);
7. minmax[va,vb] = min0≤θ≤1md[va,vb](x);
8. mmc[va,vb] = {x|md[va,vb](x) = minmax[va,vb]};
9. if minmax[va,vb] < minmax
10. minmax = minmax[va,vb];
11. mmc =mmc[va,vb];
12. if minmax < ub
13. ub = minmax;
14. return [minmax,mmc];

4. ROAD NETWORK PARTITIONING
The query processing algorithms for computing the proxim-

ity relations in Sec. 3 are expensive despite the pruning tech-
niques. This is caused by the sequential search on every edge

(e.g., searchingMSC and MMC). In this section, we de-
velop techniques based on road network partitioning to prune
the search space and to improve the efficiency of the algorithms.

We define theboundaryof the road network graph as a se-
quence of edges that forms a cycle bounding a planar embedding
of the graphG (For a disconnected graph, each separate graph
component has aboundary.) For example, in Fig. 7, thebound-
ary of the graph is the cycle formed byv1−v2−v3−v4−v5−
v6 − v7 − v1. We call the shortest path connecting two nodes
on theboundaryof the graph acut. Although the edges ofG are
un-directional, a cut is defined as adirectional path, expressed
as−−−→va, vb if the path is fromva to vb. A cut dividesG into two
parts, defining the boundary between the left part,G0, and the
right part,G1.

For example, the shortest path−−−→v5, v2 (in Fig. 7) partitions the
whole road network into two parts, the right part,G1, enclosed
by the nodesv2 − v3 − v4 − v5 − v2, and the left part,G0,
enclosed by the nodesv2 − v5 − v6 − v7 − v1 − v2.

v2v1

v3

v4

v5v6

v7

ct2 : v5,v2

S2S1

S5 S6

S3 S4

S7 S8

S2 : 01101001
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S3 or S3 : 01111001

Labels of the partitions

Bit-OR

ct1 : v6,v1 ct3 : v5,v3
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cut
contour

*An edge is undirectional but
a cut is directional.

Figure 7: Partitioning a Road Network

In our approach, a set ofk cuts,CTS = {ct1, ct2, ..., ctk},
is chosen such that the cuts divide the graph into partitions of
roughly the same size. To achieve this, the first cut is chosen
such that it has end nodes on the boundary and it bisects the
current space into halves of roughly equal size. In each sub-
space, a second cut is chosen in the same manner so that it bi-
sects the sub-space. As long as the end nodes are selected from
the boundary of the original graph (not from nodes on a cut),
no cuts, generated in this manner, intersect with each other. This
gives rise to a set of "parallel" (non-intersecting) cuts. We repeat
this process to retrieve a second set of cuts. The two sets form
a grid-like partitioning. This approach works well for “well-
formed” city maps where most of the streets are parallel forming
a grid-like pattern.

The number of cuts,k, depends on the size of the road net-
work. The parameterk is proportional to the square root of the
size of the road network (the number of edges in our implemen-
tation), because the number of partitions created is roughly pro-
portional to the square ofk. The determination of cuts for arbi-
trary graphs is deferred to future work. In our experiments, we
pre-process cuts of arbitrary graphs to ensure the quality of the
cuts determined. This is a one-time setup cost.

The setCTS uniquely describes a graph partitioning scheme.
Each cutcti dividesG into two parts, denoted byG0

i andG1
i .

Conceptually,cti belongs to both parts. The cuts inCTS divide
the whole graph into partitions, each partition is bounded on one
side by a cut or an edge of theboundary. A cut partitions not
only the graph but also the shortest path between the objects in
the same partition as stated in the following lemma.



LEMMA 4. No shortest path between objects in the same
partition goes through a cut from one partition to another.
The intuition is that if this were not the case, the path outside the
partition could be shortcut by the very cut it trespasses giving
rise to an even shorter path between the objects. (The formal
proof is in [15].)

A partition is uniquely described by a label (a string) com-
prised ofk keys. Each key represents a cut with two bits. The
i-th cut, cti, is expressed with the key in the(2i − 1)-th and
2i-th bits of the key string. The two bits are 01 if the partition
is on the right side of the cut, 10 if the partition is on the left
side of the cut, and 11 if the partition is on both sides of the cut.
For example, in Fig. 7, partitionS2 is on the right of cutct1 and
ct4, and on the left of cutct2 andct3. Therefore, the label for
partitionS2 is 01101001. Likewise, the label for partitionS3 is
01011001. If we combine the labels of a set of partitions with
bitwise-OR, the result is the label of the smallest partition that
encloses these partitions, as stated in Lemma 5 (for the proof see
[15].)

LEMMA 5. The bitwise-OR of the labels of a set of partitions
Si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) represents the label of the smallest partition
(Scombined) enclosing allSi.

In Lemma 5, by smallest partition, we mean that any partition
enclosingSi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) must also containScombined. For in-
stance, combining the labels for partitionsS2 andS3 (01101001
OR 01011001), the result is 01111001, which is exactly the la-
bel for the partition withS2 andS3 combined (it is on the right
side ofct1 andct4, on both sides ofct2, and on the left side of
ct3 (Fig. 7).)

We refer to theunit partition as a partition that is not divided
by any cut. The moving objects can be indexed with unit parti-
tions. An object on a cut is assumed to be inside either partition
that bounds the cut. The partitions are structured as an array and
each element of the array contains an attribute label represent-
ing the partition. Also each edge has a reference to one entry of
the array to indicate which partition it is located in. Thus, the
edge an object is on, the associated partition, and the relation to
the cut are directly accessible. According to Lemma 4, the com-
putation of pairwise distances can be restricted to a partition if
all objects inP are inside the partition. No edge or node out-
side the partition need to be considered because a shortest path
cannot traverse other partitions. For each partitionS, we define
its diameter, dia(S), as the maximal length of the shortest path
between any two points inS. This definition is slightly differ-
ent from that in [13], yet the computation is similar. By defini-
tion, the diameter is the longest possible network distance in the
partition. It can be used to prune the computation, as stated in
Lemma 6.

LEMMA 6. The pairwise distance computation is strictly re-
strained to the partition where both objects are located. If all
the objects in setP are inside a partitionS, then the max-pair-
wise-distance ofP is no larger thandia(S).
For the same reason, the graph partition also restrains the search
for MSC and MMC, as stated in Lemma 7 (Proof is given
in [15].)

LEMMA 7. If all the objects in setP are inside partitionS,
thenMSC andMMC of P are also inside partitionS.
Lemma 7 establishes the fact that the location of theMSC
and theMMC are relatively close toP (inside the same parti-
tion). This fact can be exploited to prune the search space. With
road network partitioning, we first compute the smallest parti-
tion that contains all objects ofP with bitwise-OR, as described

above. For computingmax-pairwise-distance, min-sum-dista-
nce and min-max-distance, we only consider the partial road
network that is inside the partition rather than the whole road
network. The improved query processing algorithm,PROXIM-
ITY is sketched below. Note that it restricts the computation of
the constraints to part of the road network,g, determined by the
smallest partition enclosing all the objects involved (Lines 1, 2)
rather than all the edges in the road network. The parameterT
specifies the type of proximity relation evaluated. Our experi-
ments show a 10-30% reduction in processing overhead under
random object movement and a reduction by 80% under a clus-
tered movement pattern (see Sec. 7.)

Algorithm PROXIMITY(ObjSet P, Type T)
1. combined = label(p1)||label(p2)||...label(pn);
2. g = partition(combined); /*partial network g*/
3. if (T = PAIRWISE)
4. return PAIRWISE_DISTANCE(P, g);
5. if (T = MIN-SUM)
6. return MIN-SUM_DISTANCE(P, g);
7. if (T = MIN-MAX)
8. return MIN-MAX_DISTANCE(P, g);

5. CONSTRAINT EVALUATION
In this section, we show how to apply the partitioning tech-

nique developed in the previous section to the problem of match-
ing location constraints. Recall that the three location constraints
(defined at the end of Sec. 2) aresatisfiedif the max-pairwise-di-
stance, min-sum-distance, andmin-max-distanceof a setP are
below some alerting distanced.

Given the partition information of where objects are located,
the results for some constraints can be directly determined. First,
the labels of the partitions that contain the objects involved in
constraints are identified. The labels are then combined with
bitwise-OR to retrieve the smallest partition that contains all
the objects involved. The partition-based matching of the con-
straints is based on the following observations: If the objects in
P are located inside then partitionsS1, S2, ... Sn (not neces-
sarily different) andS is the smallest partition that enclosesP
then:

1. Themax-pairwise-distanceof P is bounded from above
by dia(S). (This is the result of Lemma 6.)

2. The min-sum-distanceof P is bounded from above by
(n − 1)dia(S). (This upper bound can be attained by
choosing any object as theMSC.)

3. The min-max-distanceof P is bounded from above by
dia(S). (Within distancedia(S), one can reach any point
in S from any object inP .)

4. Themax-pairwise-distanceof P is bounded from below
by max(pdist(Si, Sj)) (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) 3. (The pair-
wise-distanceof the objects is always bounded from be-
low by the distance between the partitions where they are
located.)

5. The min-sum-distanceof P is bounded from below by
P

1≤i≤⌊n/2⌋ pdist(S2i−1, S2i) (for each pair of objects,
one in partitionS2i−1 and the other in partitionS2i, there
exists a path between them by way ofMSC. The length

3pdist(A, B) returns the minimal distance between two parti-
tions,A andB. That ispdist(A, B) = min({x, y|x ∈ A, y ∈
B}).



of the path must be no less than the distance between the
partitions.)

6. The min-max-distanceof P is bounded from below by
max(pdist(Si, Sj))/2. (themin-max-distanceis at least
half the distance between any two partitions.)

The partition-based matching is based on the fact that if the
upper bound is already less than the alerting distance,d, then the
constraint must besatisfied. If the lower bound is greater than
the alerting distance, then the constraint must beunsatisfied.

The above observations help to prune the location constraints,
since the matching results for many constraints can already be
determined based on the partition information alone. The de-
tailed algorithm for partition-based evaluation is as follows. We
assume that the moving objects in the road network continu-
ously send location information to the constraint matching en-
gine (see Fig. 1). TheLocation_Update_Evaluation algorithm
is triggered with each location update message. If the object,p,
changes its partition, thePartition_Based_Evaluation Algo-
rithm is called. This algorithm evaluates the constraints involv-
ing p based on the above observations. This results in some
constraints beingsatisfiedor unsatisfied, while others remain
uncertain(i.e., cannot be determined based on partition infor-
mation alone.) Onlyuncertainconstraints are computed explic-
itly with Algorithm Match_Uncertain_Constraints. If the ob-
jectp does not change its partition, then only theuncertaincon-
straints have to be reevaluated, entirely pruning the constraints
that aresatisfiedor unsatisfiedbased on the partition informa-
tion. Match_Uncertain_Constraints callsPROXIMITY to re-
strict the computation to the partial network (as in Sec. 4), which
reduces the processing overhead significantly. The algorithms
are expressed in pseudo code below.

Algorithm Location_Update_Evaluation(MobileObject p)
1. p.previous_partition = p.current_partition;
2. p.current_partition = Find_New_Partition(p);
3. if p.previous_partition 6= p.current_partition
4. Partition_Based_Evaluation(p);
5. Match_Uncertain_Constraints(p);

Algorithm Partition_Based_Evaluation(MobileObject p)
1. for each Constraintc thatp is associated with
2. let P = {p1, p2, ..., pn} be the set of bodies inc;
3. combined = label(p1)||label(p2)||...label(pn);
4. c.p_b_result = uncertain;
5. if (c.type=PAIRWISE)
6. if (dia(partition(combined))< c.d)
7. c.p_b_result = [satisfied,-];
8. if (max(pdist(partition(label(pi)),partition(label (pj)

))) > c.d)
9. c.p_b_result = [unsatisfied,-];
10. if (c.type=MIN-SUM)
11. if ((n − 1)dia(partition(combined))< c.d)
12. c.p_b_result = [satisfied,pi];/*any pi*/
13. if (

P

1≤i≤⌊n/2⌋pdist(partition(label(p2i−1)), par-
tition(label(p2i)) > c.d)

14. c.p_b_result = [unsatisfied,-];
15. if (c.type=MIN-MAX)
16. if (dia(partition(combined))< c.d)
17. c.p_b_result = [satisfied,any point in parti-

tion (combined)];
18. if (max(pdist(partition(label(pi)),partition(label(pj))

))/2 > c.d)
19. c.p_b_result = [unsatisfied,-];

Algorithm Match_Uncertain_Constraints(MobileObject p)

1. for each Constraintc thatp is associated with
2. if c.p_b_result = satisfied

3. c.result = satisfied;
4. if c.p_b_result = unsatisfied
5. c.result = unsatisfied;
6. if c.p_b_result = uncertain
7. if (c.type=PAIRWISE)
8. if (PROXIMITY(c.P, PAIRWISE)< c.d)
9. c.result = [satisfied,-];
10. else
11. c.result = [unsatisfied,-];
12. if (c.type=MIN-SUM)
13. ms = PROXIMITY(c.P, MIN-SUM);
14. if (ms.minsum < c.d)
15. c.result = [satisfied,ms.msc];
16. else
17. c.result = [unsatisfied,-];
18. if (c.type=MIN-MAX)
19. mm = PROXIMITY(c.P, MIN-MAX);
20. if (mm.minmax < c.d)
21. c.result = [satisfied,mm.mmc];
22. else
23. c.result = [unsatisfied,-];

Scaling to large road networks: Besides processing increasing
constraint loads, scaling to large road networks that go beyond
a single city is of practical concern. In this case, the number
of network distance computations and the number of location
updates impose additional challenges.

To address this point, we introduce a system design parame-
ter,dmax, which bounds the alerting distances of all constraints
from above. For the targeted applications, we envisiondmax

to be small (on the order of kilometers or less). Objects far-
ther apart thandmax can be safely ignored as their constraints
wont match. This parameter can be used to segment the road
network into smaller sub-graphs. For example, the road network
of North America can be segmented into about 90 sub-graphs
if roads longer than 200kmserve as thresholds for designating
sub-graphs (objects farther apart wont be involved in matching
constraints.) Each sub-graph is managed by a dedicated server
(designated as road network server). A server manages several
sub-graphs depending on the size of the road network portion it
represents and the server’s compute capacity.

Sub-graphs, represented by the minimum bounding rectangles
(MBR), are indexed by anR-tree. With a fanout of 5, only 3 tree
levels are required to manage the 90 MBRs representing the road
network of North America. Given the coordinates of a moving
object, theR-tree retrieves the MBR containing the object and
dispatches the constraint processing to the road network server
where the object is located. A constraint is processed only if
all its objects are located on the same server. If the objects are
spread over multiple MBRs, the constraints wont match since
the distances among different MBRs is at leastdmax. A gateway
server maintains theR-tree which neither holds the detailed road
network, nor does it evaluate any constraints. The gateway dis-
patches the processing of a constraint to one of the road network
servers where all objects are located and suspends the evaluation
of a constraint if the objects are spread over multiple MBRs. In
this way large road networks with many moving objects can be
managed. We evaluate the resulting scalability in Sec. 7.

6. MATCHING WITH MOTION PLAN
Often moving objects (trains, street cars, commuters, etc.) fol-

low pre-determined routes. This information can be used to pre-
dictively compute location constraint matches in the future or
to retrospectively determine historic matches. An example of a
predictive constraint is "When would thepairwise constraint



mpd(P ) < d be satisfied?" and a historic constraint could be
"Has themin-sum constraint msd(P ) < d been matched in
the past 20 minutes? If so, when did it match?". In this section
we briefly describe through examples how these queries can be
processed with our approach.

We express the movement trajectory of an object as a vector
〈route, velocity〉, whereroute is a sequence of nodesvi the
object visits (route = 〈v1, v2, ..., 〉) andvelocity is the change
in speed while moving (velocity = 〈〈t1, s1〉, 〈t2, s2〉, ...〉.) The
object moves with speedsi in the time interval[ti, ti+1] (ti is
a time stamp.) We refer to the vector,〈route, velocity〉, as the
motion plan. Given a motion plan and a start point on the road
network, future constraint matches can be predicted, and historic
matches can be computed. Notice that for a motion plan extend-
ing to the past, the time stamps invelocity are smaller than the
current time, indicating that the movement occurred before the
time of reference. For clarity of presentation, we assume the cur-
rent time (when the query is executed) is 0. We only discuss the
predictive case where the motion plan has positive time stamps.
The historic evaluation is analogous, except it deals with a mo-
tion plan with negative time stamps.

We first look at the computation of thepairwise-distancefor
two objects with given motion plans. Based on Fig. 4, assume
that at time 0,p1 is moving towardsv6 with speed4 0.5 (〈〈v6〉, 〈0,
0.5〉〉) andp3 is moving towardsv7 with speed 0.5 (〈〈v7〉, 〈0, 0.5
〉〉). Similar to the discussion in Sec. 3, the distance betweenp1

andp3 equals the smallest amongp1, v5, v5, p3, p1, v5, v7, p3,
p1, v6, v5, p3 andp1, v6, v7, p3. The length of[p1, v5] is a func-
tion of time, t, [p1, v5]t = 4 + 0.5t. Likewise, [p1, v6]t(=
3 − 0.5t), [p3, v5]t(= 2 + 0.5t) and[p3, v7]t(= 3 − 0.5t) are
also functions oft. Sincev5, v5(= 0), v6, v7(= 4), v5, v7(= 5)
andv6, v5(= 7) are static, all four routes are functions oft, and
p1, p3t is the lower envelop5 of these four functions (the solid
line in Fig. 8), which is also a piecewise linear function. The
prediction of the matching time for constraintmpd(p1, p3) < 7
are the time intervals [0,1] and [3,6], where the lower envelop
is below the horizontal lined = 7. For clarity of presentation,
we restrict the time range to a small value (6 in Fig. 8) such
that the objects do not go beyond the current edge. When each
pair is considered, this computation is extensible to solve con-
straints involving more than two objects. Also the movement of
the objects does not have to be linear, in which case thepair-
wise-distanceis the lower envelop of two non-linear functions.

We use the functionMOTIONPLAN_DISTANCE(MotionPlan
m1, m2, TimeRange T) to compute the distance between objects
with motion planm1 andm2 within the time rangeT . In our
implementation, the query time range can be arbitrarily speci-
fied as long as the motion plan is defined within that range. An
object can have a sequence of nodes and arbitrary speed changes
as a designated motion plan, and it updates the server only if the
motion plan changes.

If an object moves with constant speed, thee−split w.r.t. the
object also moves with constant speed. If we replace the motion
plan of one object with the motion plan of ane−split in MO-
TIONPLAN_DISTANCE, the dynamicsum-distancebetween
thee−split and all moving objects can be computed and plotted
as a piecewise function. In that manner, the predictive and his-
toric min-sum constraint can also be evaluated. Again, based on

4Speed is expressed as unit length per unit of time.
5The lower envelop of function f1,f2,...,fn is
min{f1, f2, ...fn}.
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Figure 8: Pairwise Distance as a Function of Time

the example in Fig. 4, asp3 is moving towardsv7 with speed 0.5,
thee−split esp3

(with start positionθesp3
= 6/7) w.r.t. p3 on

[v5, v6] is moving towardsv5 with the same speed. Therefore,
[esp3

, v6] = 1 + 0.5t and[esp3
, v5] = 6 − 0.5t. We show in

Fig. 9 thatesp3
, p3 = 8, esp3

, p1 = 2 − t for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2 and
esp3

, p1 = t − 2 for 2 ≤ t ≤ 6 (p1 is moving towardsv6 with
speed 0.5 and it goes beyondv6 after time 6.) Now assuming
p2 also moves with speed 0.5 towardsv4, thenesp3

, p2 = 5 + t
for 0 ≤ t ≤ 5, esp3

, p2 = 15 − t for 5 ≤ t ≤ 6 (p2 goes
beyondv4 after time 6.) Thesum-distance, sd(esp3

), is a piece-
wise function:sd(esp3

) = esp3
, p1 + esp3

, p2 + esp3
, p3 = 15

for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2, sd(esp3
) = 11 + 2t for 2 ≤ t ≤ 5, and

sd(esp3
) = 21 for 5 ≤ t ≤ 6, as shown in the right side of

Fig. 9. The constraintmsd(p1, p2, p3) < 19 is satisfiedin the
time interval[0, 4] given theMSC coincides withesp3

. This
computation also needs to be executed for thee−splits of p1

andp2. All the time intervals retrieved are then combined to
form the final result.
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Figure 9: Sum-distance to e−split

Matches for the min-max constraint can be computed in a
similar fashion. For example, with the above motion plan, with
speed 0.5,esp1

andesp2
are both moving towardsv6 andesp3

is moving towardsv5. If we denote the position of a point on the
edge[v5, v6] as the distance fromv5 to that point, the position
of thee−splits can be described by functions of time:esp1

(t) :
4 + 0.5t, esp2

(t) : 1 + 0.5t, esp3
(t) : 6 − 0.5t. They partition

the edge into four intervals[v5, esp2
], [esp2

, esp1
], [esp1

, esp3
]

and[esp3
, v6].

Within the time interval[0, 2], the e−splits do not change
their order on the edge[v5, v6]. Assumingx is a point on[esp2

,
esp1

], thenesp2
≤ x ≤ esp1

(or 1 + 0.5t ≤ x ≤ 4 + 0.5t for
t ∈ [0, 2].) Since the positions ofp1, p2 andp3 are all described
as functions of time, the distance fromx to the objects can be
described as:x, p1 = 4 + 0.5t − x, x, p2 = 11 + 0.5t − x and



x, p3 = 2 + 0.5t + x, each is a function with two variables (i.e.,
represents a plane in 3D space). It can be verified with linear al-
gebra that the maximum among them isx, p2 and the minimum
of x, p2 is 7, which is achieved whenx = 4 + 0.5t. So themin-
max-distanceequals 7 in the time interval[0, 2], if the MMC
(= 4 + 0.5t) is in [esp2

, esp1
].

Likewise, themin-max-distance, given theMMC is in [v5,
esp2

], [esp1
, esp3

], [esp3
, v6], is also functions of time, and the

lower envelop of themin-max-distanceon all intervals is the
min-max-distanceon that edge. As time extends, thee−splits
may change their order on the edge, but the computation of the
min-max-distancefollows in the same fashion and the constraint
match can be determined by combining results from all time
ranges (each range is defined as the time period within which
the order ofe−splits does not change).

If we abstract the motion plan as object positions, then our
graph partitioning scheme can be applied to prune the computa-
tion of predictive and historic constraints. For instance, for the
parts of the motion plans that are inside a partition, themax-
pairwise-distanceof the objects is bounded from above by the
diameter of the partition involving part of the plan in the defined
time range.

7. EXPERIMENTS
For the experimental evaluation, we used data sets synthe-

sized with the IBM City Simulator and Location Transponder
released through IBM alphaWorks. We also extracted data sets
from Google Ride Finder [2] and Cabspotting [1] (i.e., trace data
that provides position updates of taxi cabs in major U.S. cities.)
The street layout of these cities serves as road networks for our
experiments. We evaluate a stream of position updates against
location constraints stored in our system. The typical experi-
ment setup for one city consists of a road network with 25,000
nodes and 100,000 edges, with the average edge length ranging
from 0.2 to 3 kilometers. The location constraints are gener-
ated beforehand and each constraint is associated withn ([2∼5])
moving objects.

We track 50,000 objects moving on the road network with an
average velocity of 10mper unit of time. In our experiments we
varied the alerting distance from a few hundred meters to about
100km. For simplicity, the evaluation is carried out in rounds. In
each round all objects move for one unit of time. Location up-
dates trigger the evaluation of constraints. The results presented
are the average over 40,000 rounds. The average matching time
is the time to evaluate all constraints in one round. All experi-
ments were conducted on a Pentium 4 with 2GB RAM running
Ubuntu 8.04.

Efficiency of Distance Computation:In this experiment, we
evaluate the efficiency of our algorithms based on the different
pruning strategies introduced in Sec. 3 (e.g., reuse of the pre-
viously computed pairwise distances formax-pairwise-distance
computation,e-split pruning based on Lemma 1 formin-sum-
distancecomputation, and edge pruning based on Theorem 1
for min-max-distancecomputation). Table 1 compares the num-
ber of pairwise distance computations, the number ofe-splits
searched, and the number of edges searched for a workload with
20,000 constraints. To assess the effect of each optimization in
isolation, the road network is not partitioned. We observe that
the pruning strategies reduce the search space by about 39% for
max-pairwise-distance, 75% formin-sum-distance, and 93% for
min-max-distance. With road network partitioning, further re-

duction (at least 10% depending on the object movement pat-
terns) is possible as shown below.

Table 1: Search Space Pruning for Distance Computations
type w/o pruning w/ pruning
# pairwise distances (pairwise) 270,202 165,243
# e-split searched (min-sum) 198,019,031 47,053,564
# edges searched (min-max) 30,040,937 2,821,920
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Figure 10: Partition-based Constraint Matching

Effect of Partitioning: This experiment evaluates the prun-
ing effect of graph partitioning. Three partition schemes are
generated with 20, 40 and 60 unit partitions, respectively. The
cuts are selected such that all the partitions are roughly of the
same size6. To demonstrate the pruning effect of graph parti-
tioning alone, we applied none of the other pruning strategies
from Sec. 3. In addition to the uniform distribution of the ob-
jects across the whole network, we also identify and utilize a
skewed (clustered) data set where a high density of objects are
clustered within a few designated partitions (e.g., hot spots in the
city) in a specific period of time (e.g., during rush hours). The
skewed data represents clustered movement of objects, a pattern
often found in practice. First, with the uniform distribution, we
observe a reduction of the search space as the number of unit
partition increases. Fig. 10 shows that with 60 partitions, the
search space reduction is around 30% for pairwise constraints
(A) and 10% for min-sum (B) and min-max (C) constraints.
This shows that a higher partition granularity increases the preci-
sion of partition-based evaluation and prunes more constraints.
Fig. 10 also shows that the efficiency of pruning is influenced
by the movement pattern of objects. Pruning is more efficient
for clustered constellations of objects. For all partition schemes
and all kinds of constraints, a significant reduction in the search
space is observed when objects are clustered. For example, if
the objects are clustered, pruning exhibits the best results. The
search space is reduced to 15-20% of the original size for the
case of 60 partitions.
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6Partition size is defined as the number of edges in the partition.



Effect of Pruning with Bounds: This experiment demon-
strates the effect of the six pruning rules based on lower and
upper bounds from Sec. 5. Due to space limitation, Fig. 11 only
shows the number ofe-splits and edges searched for the compu-
tation of min-sum constraints (A) and min-max constraints (B)
with and without bound pruning. We observe that the search
space is reduced by more than 70% if bound-based pruning is
applied for a partition scheme with over 40 unit partitions. This
is a direct consequence of partition bounds, since the matching
result of many constraints can be directly inferred from the parti-
tion information as partitioning is getting more fine-grained. We
also find that very small or very large alerting distances have a
much better pruning effect.

Effect of Network Distance Computation: An important
factor that affects the performance of the aforementioned algo-
rithms is the network distance computation. In our implemen-
tation, we use thenetwork expansionalgorithm [11] to com-
pute the distances between nodes. Thenetwork expansionalgo-
rithm has a time complexity that theoretically depends on how
widespread objects are apart. Since we modify the algorithm
to stop expanding search if the path length exceeds the alerting
distance, the time for the algorithm in our implementation is a
constant depending on the alerting distance.

Predictive Constraint Evaluation: In this experiment, we
measure the matching time for evaluating predictive constraints
with various trajectory length (defined as the number of edges
in a trajectory) and partition schemes. We use experimental data
obtained from evaluating min-sum and min-max constraints to
demonstrate the results. Fig. 12(A) shows that the matching time
is proportional to the length of the trajectory. The more edges are
processed, the more expensive the evaluation and the higher the
matching time. However, with a fixed trajectory (40 edges), the
matching time drops (to 20% for 60 partitions) as the number of
partitions increases. This result is due to the pruning effect finer
grained partitioning achieves (see Fig. 12(B)).
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Figure 12: Predictive Constraint Processing

Scalability to Large Road Networks: In this experiment, we
initially store the maps of 50 US cities in one server and subject
the server to different constraint loads (10k, 15k, 20k). We then
distribute the city maps across 5 and 10 road network servers,
respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 13. When using mul-
tiple servers, the map and the constraints are evenly distributed
among the servers. From the figure, we see that distributed pro-
cessing greatly improves scalability. The average matching time
is reduced close to 1/5th (for the 5 server case) and to 1/10th (for
10 server case) of the original load (see Fig. 13(A)). However,
distributed processing requires the location update messages to
be forwarded to the road network severs via the gateway server.
This leads to a 30% increase in network bandwidth use. Not ev-
ery location update message is dispatched by the gateway server

due to pruning conducted by the gateway. (Fig. 13(B)). Some
messages are discarded since the gateway knows that the ob-
jects are on different road network servers and therefore can not
match constraints. The number of messages for the centralized
server experiment (1 server case) includes only location updates
from moving objects. There are no inter-server messages be-
cause there is no gateway server forwarding messages.
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Figure 13: Scalability Results

Performance With All Optimizations Enabled: The previ-
ous controlled experiments were conducted to study the various
aspects of our approach in isolation. We now conduct an end-to-
end evaluation on real data sets and road networks that combines
all techniques to achieve maximal efficiency. The results for dif-
ferent constraint types are shown in Fig. 14. We observe that the
processing time is reduced as the number of partitions increases.
For clarity of presentation, the performance of the baseline ap-
proach, where no optimizations are used, is not shown since it is
twenty times larger than the partition-based approach (with 20
partitions). For instance, the constraint load with 20K min-sum
constraints that requires 20 minutes to process with the baseline
approach, is processed in less than 10 seconds using our algo-
rithm with all optimizations combined.

Also, we find that the movement speed does not significantly
effect the experimental results. For very small and very large
alerting distances, processing is sped up, due to improved selec-
tivity. The processing time is linear in the number of objects,
n, involved in a constraint. We omit these figures due to space
limitations.

Memory Use: Memory consumption is an important perfor-
mance concern. There are two factors that contribute to memory
use in our approach: (1) The road network representation and
its partitioning, and (2) the constraints and moving objects. The
road network graph is organized as adjacency lists. Its parti-
tions are organized in an array. Both components are typically
fixed, given a specific road network. In all our experiments,
the memory used for these components never exceeded 10 MB.
The memory use for constraints and objects is proportional to
their quantity. It ranges from 2 MB to 25 MB when constraints
vary from a few thousand to one-hundred thousand in our exper-
iments. Thenetwork expansionalgorithm does not require addi-
tional memory, because the expansion is restricted by the alert-
ing distance which is a constant. In our implementation when
road network partitioning was applied, the total memory con-
sumption never exceeded 70 MB. Memory consumption is thus
not a limiting factor for our approach.

8. RELATED WORK
Spatio-temporal queries in Euclidean space includek closest

pairs [4], k nearest neighbor (kNN) [9], and continuous range
query [14] et cetera. In our own prior work we studied the
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processing of proximity relations among moving objects in Eu-
clidean space under precisely and imprecisely given location po-
sition data, respectively [17, 16]. All these approaches apply
exclusively to query processing support in Euclidean space. The
query processing model studied in this paper is based on evaluat-
ing, correlating, and tracking queries over a road network space.
None of the above listed approaches extends directly to such a
model.

For road network query processing, Choet al. and Kolah-
douzanet al. proposed theUNICONSandV N3 algorithms for
evaluatingkNN and continuouskNN queries (CNN) in road net-
works [3, 8]. The approach incorporates the use of pre-computed
nearest neighbor lists based on Dijkstra’s algorithm. Recent
work reduces the storage cost and processing time forkNN query
and distance computation by making use of an encoding of pre-
computed distances between nodes [12, 6]. Another approach
uses network distance computations based on distance signa-
tures [7]. The signatures discretize distances between objects
and network nodes into categories and then compress the cate-
gories. ThekNN and CNN queries in the above approaches are
fundamentally different from the location constraints we advo-
cate in this paper.kNN and CNN are static queries that retrieve
the nearest neighbor(s) to a static query point (a fixed point or
a fixed path on the road network.) However, our location con-
straints track various different proximity relations among a set
of moving objects, without a fixed query point. Location con-
straints resemble standing or continuous queries that once regis-
tered with the query processor, continuously produce output trig-
gered by location updates. Our approach evaluates many such
location constraints concurrently.kNN monitoring for moving
objects is studied in [10]. The work assumes that both the ob-
ject of interest and the query are moving on the road network.
Despite involving a moving query, akNN is different from the
constraints we study, because the query inkNN is given, but the
MSC andMMC in our work are the results to be computed.
Also, thekNN work does not consider query pruning, which ap-
plies to optimize the continuous processing of large amounts of
concurrent queries, a central concern in our work.

Papadiaset al. [11] studied nearest neighbor, range search,
closest pairs query ande-Distance joins in road networks. They
integrate network and Euclidean information to prune the search
space. They develop two frameworks, theEuclidean restriction
and thenetwork expansionto process queries. Their queries
differ fundamentally from the queries and constraints presented
in this paper. The nearest neighbor and range search are static
queries that do not support the matching of location constraints
central to our application context. The closest pairs query and
e-Distance joins study a proximity relation between two sets of
objects, where the proximity relation involves two objects, one
in each set, while our location constraints can involve an arbi-

trary number of moving objects and is not based on an a priori
division of objects into two sets.

The approach introduced in this paper resembles publish/sub-
scribe [5]. The difference is the expressive constraint language
and processing in road network space.

9. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced query support for evaluating prox-

imity relations that can induce location constraints. Proximity
relations and location constraints specify whether a given set of
moving objects are in a specific constellation in road network
space. The algorithms we developed in this paper are designed
to concurrently monitor and evaluate thousands of location con-
straints under changing location position information. Applica-
tions ranging from location-based services to multi-player on-
line gaming can benefit from this query support.

We developed query processing algorithms for computing the
proximity relations and for tracking the value of the relations to
determine, if the associated location constraints deviate from a
specified alerting distance. We developed several pruning tech-
niques that are based on road network partitioning and on lower
and upper bound calculations for the constraint evaluation. Based
on given movement trajectories of objects, our approach can be
used to predicatively determine future constraint matches and as-
sess historic constraint matches. Experimental evaluations based
on real data sets showed that, with all optimizations combined,
the total processing overhead is reduced by more than 95%. Our
approach is therefore directly applicable to detecting proxim-
ity relations in real-time for moving objects representing mobile
entities in major cosmopolitan areas or in multi-player online
gaming.
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